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International Ed Week increases intercultural awareness
BY RYAN MORTENSEN

Week.
International
Education
Week was designed by the U.S. departments of State and Education
Boise
State
International
in 1999 as a national celebration to
Education Week was held Nov. 14 increase intercultural
awareness
to 18 in various rooms' of the BSU and the importance of global comStudent Union Building.
.' petency among U.S. citizens.
The International
Programs
The university population, as
office at BSU planned a variety
well as the general public, were
of activities such as Japan Night,
invited to attend the events.
an awareness fair and more to
One of the events held this year
celebrate International Education
was the International Awareness
News Writer

Fair, which showcased the many
internatlonal connections and opportunities, businesses, organizations, cultures and events in the
local community.
Entertainment
included Irish
Dance
Idaho
and Rudmeela
Nawsheen,
a
dancer
from
Bangladesh.
Japan Night was an evening full
of food and fun and was hosted
by the Japan Club. This event in-

eluded travel presentations from
BSU students, an art and culture
discussion with Professor John
Francis, a Japanese-style
menu
and music.
There was also a Fulbright information session. The Fulbright
award is available to graduating
seniors, graduate students and faculty. The session included a panel
of faculty with Fulbright and other
international experience.

Among the above events was
the English 123 Conference on
, Language.
Titled "Learning
Languages,
Sharing
Identities:
The
Struggles
and
Rewards
of
Being Multilingual,"
this conference featured
a panel' of
BSU students who gave short
presentations on topics such as the
music of language, discrimination
and accent, and the importance of

language diversity in a community.
Gail Shuck, coordinator
of
English language support programs and assistant professor of
English at BSU, introduced the
students who had presentations
prepared for the conference.
"Every semester I learn from the
multiiingual students with whom
I have the privilege to work," Shuk
said.

See Ed ,Week
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Clubs
abound at
Bnisa State

Don't

BY EMIL.Y POITEVIN
BY JESSICA CHRISTENSEN

ask
u.s. and

Britain,
differ over gays
in IIlilitaurJ(

BY RICHARD

WHITTL.E

The Dallas Horning News

WASHINGTON - Stacy Vasquez
is a former Army recruiter who
was booted out for being a lesbian
in 2003 after 12 years in uniform.
Tommy Cook's tour in Army intelllgence ,ended the same year at
Fort Hood, Texas, after he acknowl-:
edged he was gay. Both were in jobs
the Army regards. as cn.icial these
days.
'.
If Vasquez and Cook had been
in the British army, they would
have fared differently. Since 1999,
the United Kingdom has allowed
gays and lesbians to serve openly.
Starting next month, some gay couples will even be eligible for married housing on British bases.
The U.S. military, by contrast,
drums out hundreds of gays and
lesbians each year under the 1993
law' known as "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell," even as an Army stressed by
major deployments in Iraq and
Afghanistan falls thousands short
of its recruiting goals.
And while gay-rights advocates cite Britain's experience as
'evidence they could serve openly
without disrupting the military's
social fabric, neither Congress nor
the Pentagon show any interest in
repealing the statute.
"I know of no move along those
lines, none," ArmySecretaryFrancis
Harvey said earlier this year.
Congress based "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" on a finding that allowing gays
to. serve openly could. dfsrupt the
mllitary's unit cohesion by creating
tensions among soldiers and erodingmorale.
'
·People In the military are forced

See Military
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NewsWrller

NewsStaff

B~U.Juu~nQtjoinednat~Q;naldebate··

about milita.ryrecruitmerifllll.

campus

Boise State students have yet to join
versities must allow military recruitment
lows," said BSU ROTC Sgt. David Jones.
the nationwide debate regarding the
on campus, fully accessible to campus,
BSU second·yearROTC student Dairus
Solomon Amendment,
which permits
students and student records. Federal
Barnes agreed.
,
mllitary recruitment ori campus and al- funding can be withdrawn from a univer"Obviously In the milltarj; there is a:
lows access to student records by millsity that chooses to not comply.
,chain
of command. You follow orders.
tary officials. Some students at cam"
Institutions depend heavily on federal
'Don't Ask Don't Tell' is taken for face
puses such as the University of Iowa and
funding to support their annual expendlvalue. It's not meant to, dlscrlmtnate:
Stanford University are protesting the
tures,lncludlngBSU.In2003,anestimated
It's mean to protect. It's to protect so all
amendment, citing concerns over the
$57.5 billion in federal furids was received,
are ..respected; and don't lose': dignity,"
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy.
'. according to an American Asso.e1ation of 'Barnes said.'
'
Though the Solomon Amendment
University Professors legal brief. ,
,
Howard said he does not support any
, doesn't Include anything about the "Don't
BSU Is allowed to disclose students' In- policy thai supports a negative outlook or
Ask, Don't Tell" law, some are against It. formation to all 12 branches of the mill~ impact on homosexuals.'
'
because of the military's stance on homo- "tary, Recruiters can only request this once,'
"The IssUe Is not that homosexuals are
sexuals and open access to campuses and-. per. semester. Currently; militll.ryrecrult~'
bad' for morale,". 'Howard' said. "Rather,
student records.
' ers are able to request Information from' -the :Issue Is the' military members who
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" Isa 1993 U.S. the BSU Career Center arid recruit on
discriminate
against homosexuals
by
military~law that allows homosexuals to
campus In the Student Union Building.
' making fun of them or beating them up,"
serve in the military if they refrain from
"We've only had about four inqnlrles
Howard said.
"homosexual
conduct".
Homosexual
within the span of a year,' said Tim Ebner'
The policy doesn't really do anything for
conduct.
includes
admitting
to of the BSU Registrar's Offlce;"At Boise "military morale, he said; •
homosexual orientation.
"
State, Internally there has been no discus"They're taking action against the vicStudents around the nation are protest· ,sian regarding the Solomon Arneridm«mt
tlminsteadcifthepel1'etratorsoftheprobInghaving military on their campuses,
other thanwe are foHowlng the law., Boise
lem,' Howard said.
because they feel the "Don'i Ask, Don't
State followsmandates of the federal gov~ ,Publlclaw states that military life is funTell" policy Is discriminatory
toward
ernment; Wtfadhere to all federal andstete , damentally dlfferenqrom civilian life In'
gays and lesbians.
lawS. We wa~t to be In compliance.~'·
.'
that the extraordlnary'respOilsibllitlesof
At BSU, no such protests have started.
In 1968, the. Supreme Court .held that
the armed forces, the unique conditions
Woody Howard, !l gay BSU student who, the Solomon Ainendment does. not vlo- " of milltaryservlce' arid the critical role of
served in. the .military, said he thinks
late PlrstAmendment
fights because the 'U1iltcoheslon· require' that the mi,lltary
there's room for debate;
,
amendment' furthers the IInporiant. gOy-.; community, while, subject to civilian conMIfthere isa group' that wants to protest. , ernmeriti.Dterestb1:tti~lijga
mllit;iry;Th~, ,:trol, exist, as a speelallzed society.. .,'
against mllltafyreCtuitment,
they should '. ' court als€boti;ditdbes'n'tseej(to~~uppr~~
...-"..·.M!t'S·Jl(lt.'C\vll!ari: l.!fe••)n "the.' millbe able to do so. Their voice should be ideas~ E~pha~lzed.wali that ~nst(t'{~~ons of tary, yo~'r~ held to ,'a different standard
heard," Howard sald.
.
are free·'todenouncethemihtary'spoU·
~. than a civdlan,~saldJJSUstU4entand
Howard said he Is unsure how'the stu·cies
wiiIiout the loss otfederalfunds..
:'i CadetNlckAnex. ..'
"\,'
': " ,..
dentbodyCeels
about the issue of. mili- .,'. AS'CQrnaW,ROTC at BSU plans to follow
Howardjwho serV,edin:the llS;N/lVY (or '
tary recruiters on cllmpus, but if they are
the "Don't Ask, Don'tTell" policy, Ebner
more thnntwo years, agreed that iriilltai'y , '
against It, they should be able to protest •. ,'. said.' ' "
life Is different than civilian liCe;lJ_eti ..
,
Howard said he doesn't like how much ac·
"The'Don'tAsk,
Don't Tell' policy has
the military "doesn't need tonlavea
cess the milItary has ontha BSU campus;, 'bee~issued
by the [U.S.} Department :of policy [for homosexuals}. They need to
UndertheSolotnoriAmendnlent,unl.,Defeilse,
and this Is a policy ROTC fol- treat everyone the same"
<'~'~i,
;.:;<.,.~;;:~.}:::.~"\;~.:;;:>.::'{;~,
:<'
:,1' ',"':'<.:.-(;;
-> (
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Boise State currently offers over
180 different clubs and organizations students can join 10 get more
involved on campus.
The Anthropology Club is the
oldest club at BSU. The Black Holez
Astronomy Club gives students an
opportunity to partake in stargazing. The Bronco Ranger Club increases students' knowledge of the
outdoors by sponsoring a variety of
outdoor activities, Including snowshoeing and white-water rafting.
Hand Talk is a club dedicated to
promoting the use of American Sign
Language both on and off campus.
Assistant Director of Student
Activities Mike Esposito said it is a
very important part of the college
experience to get involved with organizations on campus.
"Research has shown that stu,
dents who are engaged in campus
activities tend to stay in school and
graduate as compared to students
who do not,' Esposito said. "Being
involved in a student organization
provides hands-on opportunities
for learning valuable skills, such
as interpersonal communication,
budgeting, event planning/management and can be an avenue to
network with alumni in a given
field" .
According
to BSU's 20032004 Student Union and Student
Involvement Assessment Report,
which is administered to students
each year, approximately 75,2 percent of the 542 respondents never'
participated in any sort. of club.
When asked why, the No.1 reason
listed was that the club or organization conflicted with other things
going on in their lives.
"Students are busy people - jobs,
families, homework - all of these
take time," Esposito said. ·Some
students don't feel they can get involved, with an organization· because of these demands. This is no
different from other institutions of
higher education. Each university
has unique demographics and sta"
tistlcal differences in the level of
involvement.The Important thing
is [that} we offer opportunities for
involvemeritas often as we can"
ESposito estimates between 5,000
and 6,000 students are involved in

sea fl~l)ded Inland, sweeping away
boats, houses and shops.
'

world
Tsunami relief
reinforces class
disparities

national
.Colleges find many
fall short in math,
~nglisll slltlls

THARANGAMBADI,
India
_ From fishermen cleaning nets to
Inthe lowest-level writing class
women sorting fish, the tsunamiat Columbia College, freshmen
hit shoreline of this town in south
learn about the pitfalls of run-on
India bustles with activity. More
sentences and the correct places for
than 300 fishing boats, brightly
commas. In basic math, they learn
painted with the names of donors,
about fractions, decimals and simblanket the beach.
ple geometry.
A mile away, the scene couldn't
Sarah Rehder didn't expect to
be more different. Only minimal
start col1ege in 'either of these
aid has reached the dusty, almost
courses. A graduate of Curie High
abandoned village ofPudupalayam.
School in Chicago, she assumed
Residents have struggled to eke out
she was prepared for coiiege.
a .living since salt from the tsuBut like many students in the state
nami spoiled the fields where they
and nationwide, Rehtler learned
worked as laborers.
through a college placement exam
Nearly a year after the tsunami
that she wasn't ready for collegeraced across the Indian Ocean,
level coursework. Now she's learnbringing devastation to 13 countries
ing - and paying for - material that
and killing an estimated 225,000
she arguably should have mastered
people, international aid agencies
have learned bitter lesson: Not ev- in high school.
"I thought high school was superyone can be helped equally.
posed to prepare you for college,"
_What's happened here also has
said Rehder, 18, a photography
happened' elsewhere: Those who
major and the first in her family to
already were relatively well off are
attend college. "I'm just doing the
doing better with assistance from
same thing over again that I did
international donors, while those
in high school. I didn't learn anywho werestruggling before the tsuthing:'
nami often still are struggling.
Educators say high schools need
Former President Clinton, meetto do a better job at teaching stuing privately with aid groups last
dents the SKills they will need to
month as the United Nations special
succeed in college. And they are
envoy for tsunami recovery, underalso falling short when it comes to
scored the importance of reaching
ensuring students are mastering
the region's poorest. "A successful
even the basics. State report card
reconstruction effort should ensure
data released this month show that
the protection of vulnerable popuabout 40 percent of high school julations," he was quoted as saying in
niors failed to meet standards in
a U.N. news release.
"The hope is that at the end of reading this year, and 47 percent
failed to meet standards in math.
it, there's a better infrastructure,
Performance on the high school
there's a more equitable social patexam, which includes the coiiege
tern," said Steve Hollingworth, the
entrance ACT (American College
India director for CARE, a develop,
ment agency that's active in the re- Test), is one way of gauging whether
students are prepared for college,
construction.
said Jennifer Presley of the Illinois
"But the fact of the matter is that
Education Research Council. The
an emergency like this is an opporcouncil reported earlier this year
tunity for some over and above oththat only about two-thirds ofIliinois
ers, and it makes vulnerable groups
high school students who graduatmuch more vulnerable than they
ed in 2002 were at least minimally
were before," he said. "There's no
ready, based on ACT scores and
way around it."
The plight of villages such as grade-point averages, and a disproportionate number of poor and miPudupalayam
(pronounced
poonority students were unprepared,
doo~PAH-lay-uhm) is especially
challenging in a country such as Presley said.
As colleges and universities grapIndia, where a decade of economple with declining state funding,
ic growth has spawned shopping
the cost of remedial education is of
malls and a burgeoning middle
class, but still' hasn't overcome a increasing concern. What's more,
if college-going rates continue to
social system that remains dividrise, the need for remedial courses .
ed largely along gender and caste
is bound to increase. Such classes
lines.
typically don't count toward gradu"All the aid agencies and even
ation.
.
the government are only looking
"You want to put those scarce
after the fisher-folk," complained
dol1ars toward new classes, finanShivalingam, a young and outspoken community leader who like cial aid, and not toward rernediating students for the same skills they
many here uses only one name.
should have been taught in high
"They got their boats and their nets.
school," said Kristin Conklin, who
We don't have any work."
studies col1ege readiness as a proThefarmlaborersoCPudupalayam
come from the lowest caste in gram director with the National
Governors Association. "The big
Indian society. Once derided as untouchables, today they're known as equity argument that shouldn't be
lost is that these are the students
Dalits, a name that means "the opwho can least waste money on
pressed."
classes that don't count."
Tsunami relief efforts initially
overlooked them; many aid agencies weren't even aware the Dalits
existed, let alone needed help. Now,
a growing number of groups are diverting resources to the Dalit victims in hopes of keeping them from
sliding farther down the socioeconomic scale, though the efforts
come late.
Boise State has begun construe• It was only natural that the focus would fall on helping the fish- tlon on a new 54,OOO-squarefoot building
adjacent to its
ing families of Tharangambadi
Multipurpose Classroom Building
(Tah-rahn-gahm-PAH-dee).
About
300 people died here In the Dec .: that will house a state-of-the-art
26 tsunami; which claimed 16,000 learning center for students and
faculty. The $13.5 million building
victims in India. The village, about
150 miles south of Chennai, the city Is being financed through bonds
formerly known as Madras, suf- issued by BSU and repaid through
pledged revenues of the university.
fered major property damage as the
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One year subscription for anyone
who submits an article of 200 words or more!
Have you ev~erlNrittensomething that you were particularly proud of?
Want to share with~othersaswellas-have-the-opportunity of publishers
and editors to view your work? Or do you like to read articles and stories?
Visit www.0verybodywritcs.com to see the up and coming place where
readers, writers and publishers get together!

Each week, through December 31, 2005, Everybody Writes will be
selec~ingthe best article submitted for a cash prize.

Check II But!!
• Offer valid through December 31,2005. Certain restrictions may apply.
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Construction crews started on
the foundation' for the four-story
Interactive warning Center earlier
this month; the project wil1 take approximately 16 months to complete,
according to university officials. In
addition to housing what has tentatively been billed as the Center for
Teaching and learning, the building
wiH include a 200-seat lecture hall
and 12 standard classrooms in addition to a multi-media lab, multi-purpose/distance learning classroom,
visualization classroom, experimental classroom and numerous study
lounges.
In addition to academic functions,
the building wiH include a food-ser, vices area, a convenience store and a
coffee bar featuring a cybercafe/study
lounge. A wi-fi network for wireless
Internet connectivity will also serve
the entire building.
President Bob Kustra said BSU's
most recent construction project is
part of the unlversity's efforts to accommodate its growing number of
students and provide them with a
quality learning experience:' "It will
symbolize our commitment to our
students to facilitate state-of-the-art
learning with cutting-edge technolpgy," he said ..
The Interactive Learning Center is
one of the first manifestations ofBSU's
2005 Campus Master Plan, which
was approved by the State Board of
Education in October. The blueprint
for the future is part of the university's vision and strategic direction to
transform itself into a metropolitan
research university of distinction.
The Center for Teaching and
Learning will serve as a resource for
BSU's faculty members, providing
professors and other instructors with
information on most current pedagogical methods, techniques and
trends in the higher education field.
"Learning is a complex undertaking and even the best teacher may not
succeed at reaching all students suecessfuHy,"Kustra said. "Our Center for
Teaching and Learning will serve as a
resource for our faculty to review new
theories of cognitive development,
to adopt learner-centered classroom
practices, and to experiment with
strategies for motivating learners."
The project architect is LombardConrad Architects of Boise and the
design architect is Opsis Architecture
of Portland. The construction manager is CM Company of Boise, which
wil1manage the project.

local/bsu

Learning Center
construction
begins at BSU
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A ceramic goat!?
When did fbuy a
ceramic goat? .
A new survey indicates that a significant number of Britons are doing online shopping while under
the influence ofiiquor.

Things could be
tense at family
gatherings
A 27-year-old newlywed groom
in Romania had a passionate affair
with his wife's mother. And so, after
only three months of marriage, he
divorced the wife so he could marry
the mother-In-law,
The scorned wife did not take this
lying down. Accordlngfo the husband, she paid a woman to go to the
wedding and scream embarrassing
things at the couple.

Oh, there they are
A man in Belleville, IiI., called
the police to report someone had
stolen his marijuana plants from
his home. When the cops arrived,
he took them to the room where
he. keeps the plants, and found
they had not been stolen' after
all, and were sitting right there. He
.was arrested.
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Boise State biologist helps recover natural history lost to Katrina I EdW~
BY RYAN MORTENSEN
Hews Writer

BoiseState biology Professor Jim
Smith is working with colleagues
from around the country to raise
funds to help recover and maintain botanical collections that may
have been damaged by Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita, which swept
through Texas and the Gulf Coast
earlier this fall.
Smith is chair of the publicity committee for the American
Society of Plant Taxonomists, and
is also the director of BSU'sherbarium, a natural history collection of
plant species.
These collections, housed in laboratories, universities, field stations
and other institutions, provide an
irreplaceablerecord of plant, animal and fungal species collected
in the region over an extended
time period.
They are repositories of information about plant and animal
species affected by climate change,
from areas that have since become
urbanized, or which are part
of crime scene investigations,
pharmocological
or ecological
studies.
'
ASPT has created a committee .to work with experts on site
in the hurricane-stricken
Gulf
Coast region to identify which
natural 'history collections have
beendamagedandtodispersefunds.
The ASPT Herbarium Emergency
Fund was established this fall' in
response to hurricane damage
in the region.

Military

lfrompalls

In places such as the Gulf Coast
Research Laboratory, crews have
worked to assess damage to the collections and move them from temporary locations. The process of
salvaging wet or moldy specimens
and rebuilding damaged buildings
at'a number oflocations is still just
getting under way.While the recent
hurricane disasters have focused
attention on the Gulf Coast, other
parts of the country are' also vulnerable to similar scenarios.
The long-term impactsofthe losses of natural history collection in
the Gulf Coast area - such as museums of preserved plant, animal and
fungal specimens that document
the biota of the Gulf Coast - may
have far-reaching ramifications
in New Orleans and other cities of
the gulf states.
According to a news release,
Smith explained that specimens are
gathered and maintained in such a
way that information on where the
organism was growing or living, its
interactions with other organisms
in that region and other general than 1,300members.
Smith emphasized that efforts
information about the organism at
the time of its collection are kept such as the ones he is promoting'
are secondary to humanitarian rewith the specimen.
lief efforts in the wake of Hurricane
PHOTOS BY R(CHAE SWANBECK!l'HE ARBITER
As a result, these data are invaluKatrina and its aftermath.
.. 'Biology Professor Jim Smith displays Boise State's natural
able for researchers and others who
More information aboutthe effort history collection of plant speclas, Smith said the collection
may want to know where the plants
to
rescue herbariums, including
Includes thousands of plant species.
and animals were - where there
might be a 10-story parking garage photos, is available at http://www
.herbarium.olemiss.edu.
today.
Also, information about what
ASPT promotes research and
researchers at the Gulf Coast Lab
teaching in the classification,
are dealing with after Katrina is
organization
and
evolutionavailable at http://www.usm.edu/
ary history of plants. Organized
in 1935, the society has more- gcrl/katrina.
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into situations with an extreme lack
of privacy, in the barracks, in the
foxhole and so forth," said Peter
Sprigg, vice president for policy
at the Family Research Council, a
conservative research and lobbying group that focuses on family
issues. "It is unfair to put people in
the military in a position of forced
intimacy with people who may be
viewing them as a sexual object."
More than 10,000 service mern, bers have been discharged in the
dozen years since the law took effect; 'replacing a previous outright
ban on gays in the military.
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" allows
gays and lesbians to serve, but only
if they refrain from "homosexual
conduct,"defined as "a homosexual act, an admission or statement of
homosexuality, or marriage or attempted marriage between persons
of the same gender."
The Government ACcountability
Office, the investigative arm of
Congress, found in February that
757 of the nearly 9,500 service,
members expelled during the first
10 years of the law held "critical
occupations." They included 54
Arabic speakers, forexample.
"The war in Iraq highlights the
shortsightedness of discharging
Arabic linguists who happen to be
gay,"wrote Lt. Col. Allen B. Bishop,
a West Point professor who argued
for the law's repeal in a March Army
Times commentary.

Clubs

[from pallS IJ

clubs and organizations at BSU.
Participation numbers, in addition
to the numbers ofclubs on campus,
are increasing.
"In the five years I have been
here, we've gone from 150 clubs

Gay-rights advocates say the military actually has eased its enforcement of "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" under the pressure of wartime manpower needs. The number of those
discharged for violating the law has ,
declined sharply since President
Bush declared the global war on
terror, from 1,227to 653 annually.
"If you look at the decrease in
numbers, they start immediately after Sept. 11,2001,"said Steve Ralls, a
spokesman for the Servicemembers
Legal Defense Fund, a group that
seeks the law's repeal. "Whenever
there is a conflict, the numbers go
down."
Pentagon . spokesman Lt. Col.
Brian Maka disputed that conclusion, saying it was "not based on
scientific evidence," and such evidence would be impossible to find.
"How do you know why someone
wasn't discharged?" Lt. Col. Maka
said. "The numbers are what they
are."
Critics say "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"
deprives the military of thousands
of patriots who want to serve their
country, even if that means risking
their lives.
Vasquez and Cook hold themselves out as examples. They are
among 12 ousted service members represented in a federal lawsuit filed in Massachusetts by the
Servicemembers Legal Defense
Network, which aims to overturn
the law as unconstitutional and reinstate them in the military.
Vasquez, 32, joined the Army in
1991 after graduating from high.

school in Denton, Texas. She became a paralegal and served in
Germany, South Korea and various
domestic stations until May 2001,
when she was assigned recruiter
duty back in Texas.
When she joined the Army with
her mother's permission at age 17,
Vasquez said, "They did ask me
if I was a homosexual in my contract, and I honestly answered 'no.'
During my first enlistment I was
even married to a man."
Only after 1997,the year her marriage ended, did she begin to "identify as a lesbian," she said.
'
By2003, she had risen to the rank
of first sergeant and was one of her
station's top recruiters. But "I was
called into my commander's office one day and I was told that a
coworker's wife had seen me kiss a
girl in a gay bar," Vasquez said.
The commander, she said, offered her a choice: she could either
face a criminal charge of indecent
conduct or write a statement declaring herself a lesbian and receive
an honorable discharge.
Citing the lawsuit, Vasquez declined to say whether she kissed
another woman that night at Sue
Ellen's, a lesbian club in Dallas. But
"Idid write the statement," she said,
to avoid a criminal charge.
Army spokesman Paul Boyce declined to comment on her case but
said "generally speaking" a homosexual act that could lead to a discharge "involves much more than
just an allegation of kissing someone of the same sex."

to 180, which demonstrates everincreasing interest on the part
of students to create organizations
which foster community around
common interests," Esposito said.
In order to increase students'
awareness of the different oppo!,tunities available .tobecome more

involved on campus, The Arbiter
will soon start to feature profiles on
student clubs at BSU.
Any organization interested in
being
featured
can
contact The Arbiter News section for more information at
news@arbiteronline.com.
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"They help me to understand
more thoroughly, deeply and personally what learning language is
all about."
BSU student Anahely Contreras
shared her own personal experiences and how her self-esteem was
affected by learning a new language in her speech titled, "When
You Lose Yourself."
During her emotional presentation, Contreras explained that
while she was going to high school
she didn't understand English very
well so she would watch the students in her class and copied what
they did.
If the students took out paper,
Contreras said she would also take
out paper. "I, like many other students, kept fighting to achieve my
goals," Contreras said.
Other speakers who took part in
the conference were Luis Vilafana,
Marcelline,
Amouzougan,
Fernando Mejia, Yaldia Khaliki
and Robert Lin.
The majority of the audience
for this event was made up of participants in the Intensive English
Program at BSU, where students
pay tuition to learn English all
day.
"This conference allowed multilingual students to have their own
voices," Shuk said.

343-0494
-

Mon. - Sat., 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
5200 E.Grand Forest Drive, Boise
*After hours info hotline at 343-1036*
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It'country
s la'freeso if you.

po

tropolitan Research University
of Distinction or a university famous for gimmicks?
According
ard; that is
to the statistics released, 16 other
e l!g'atedto thlt.~,!!versities.
of the thousands
of
'. __ ~co!legeMuJ.P ...u~lversities
In this

stricted activity. Th~" sta,tls1icS reported show a subs nttlll number
of students, s~aff and ~u~ill~~e.
Do we as a state spons0"te4 msntu
tion have a right to exclude 10
of the law-abiding ta

t those often unregumaintenance
imple-

iana;-"bau.~0l<lit8l...That
Is not a
bandwagon oreve~ a froq~, so why

wing out foul fumes and
ous noises or the cars and
polluting our pure campus
ensilronment?
Maybe, we should
n them as well. We already have
many restric'fions that we.lilt.
ot enforce on this campus. Daily

should we jump OIfitIIfWfJ;~nt
to
attract top students h'bw ab ,t we
fund our education sysfVm ap 0priately instead of offering dubl us
bells and whistles? Catc!l\lphrases
iinlt-pretty pictures will not attr~ct
and keep the top students, top

want to smoke, '
you should be"
able to smoke.
Ryan Clady
Communication

pfo-

Iwitness numerous near misses as
grams will.
those on foot dive for cover fro~e
Much more coul~Jl~ said Qut my
illegal actlvlties- .?f bicyclists and·-_spac£.~s
!!mlted. We asa-soclety
skateboarders.
once before tried to ~im'a morally
Will It take litigation from an inquestionabl~,"qehllvior
and what
jured individual to wake us up to
was'theresufi
of prohibition? If we
the real dangers on this campus?
ban smoking what will be next and
Educate and enforce the policies we
who will decide?
have now, don't make new, more re. Steven Patrick ise
strictive ones that will drive people
away.
Are

we

trying

to

become

a

It's stu pid.
There should be
somethingagqinst
the people who
want to stop
the freedom of
smoking.

professor in the
Department of Sociology
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Keeping students out of the classroom
Overcrowding
and hybrid
courses at BSU
BY DOUG PADDOCK
Guest OpInion
The University's recent move to
push hybnd-formatted
classes is
degrading the level of education I
receive at Boise State University.
A hybrid class is split into two
components:
one part is online
(via Blackboard or similar website)

___
--\(-'-'-,\"n~
"",

~

" "~~.

while the other consists of regular
in class meetings. The reason given
for these hybrid classes is to free up
classroom space.
The university believes that by
offering a portion of the class online, there will be less students taking up room in the classroom. Yes, it
is true; BSU has enacted a policy to
keep students out Of the classroom.
The problem with this solution is
that they haven't actually freed up
any classrooms at all. In the hybrid
class I am taking this semester class
is only on Thursdays, but the classroom is still reserved for the class
on Tuesday, so it goes unused on
that day.
Since BSU needs more classrooms it should build some, not

.sacrifice

<>~~

'I,: '..

'.

,

This hasty solution highlights
some severe flaws in Idaho's education system; there aren't even
enough classrooms to hold our college students. Instead of offering
second-rate
hybrid classes, BSU
should build more classrooms.
We all saw how fastthe new multimillion dollar Indoor sports facility
shot up, but they [have] yet to build
a new classroom facility.
That money should have been
used for education first and sports
second. While the new campus
master plan calls for new facillties, the bottom line is that we
have needed these classrooms for
awhile.
A few years wait just won't do.

I think it's a good
idea to promote
health and be
considerate of
others.
Jeremy Johnson
Pre-Dental

Doug Paddock is a history
major at Boise State

.~----------------my education

with

this hasty solution.

',.'

I do not learn as much in a hybrid course as I would in a traditional classroom
setting. Rather
than lecturing, the professor assigns reading and message board
posts in its place. While reading is
fine, it cannot take the place of a
lecture. Posting, on the other hand,
is of little educational value to me.
These hybrid classes are not listed
as such on Bronco Web or in the
course catalog.
They are listed just like any other regular class, so you cannot tell
when you register if it is hybrid
until the class starts and by then
It's too late for many students to
drop the class. By not listing these
classes as hybrids Boise State has
taken away the student's ability to
choose the format that is best for his
or her learning.
. '

......
Smoke this
Funny thing about smoke-when
it comes out ofthe end of an individual's cigarette, it's deemed offensive
and unhealthy; when it pours out of
the tailpipes of a hundred thousand
vehicles, it's considered normal and
unavoidable.
According to this same logic,
within the next few years Boise
State University Health Services
plans to ban smoking on campus,
while Parking and Transportation
will double the number of parking

Not on Veterans Day

ing into a university building, the
winter inversions are a real serious
health threat, one which gets worse
Recently
while
logging
onto
every time someone drives a car
Bronco Web to add a class to my
instead of taking the bus, walking,
spring schedule, I was surprised to
riding a bike or at least car-pooling.
see the headline that a conscienThe university taking practical
tious objector would be speaking at
and visionary steps toward reducBoise State. I wasn't surprised that
ing the amount of air pollution in ' our school would invite someone to
the Treasure Valley will benefit me
our school to speak about different
far more than a token and cliched
opinions regarding war, but I was
gesture towards "health:
shocked and dismayed about the
choice of the day, Veterans Day.
Gretchen Jude
I'm a total believer in our right
MUliic and theatre major
to freedom of speech; however, I'm

spaces available.
However, to anyone living (and
breathing)
in the real world, it
seems obvious that, for most of us,
the health benefits of the former
will be far outweighed by the negative effects ofthe latter.
As a non-smoking
bicyclist, I'd
much rather see the University develop and support commuting
alternatives forthe majority of students who drive to school than see a
ban that scapegoats the small number of students who smoke tobacco.
Compared with the little puff of
smoke one might have to passwalk-

.

also a firm believer in showing respect. When it was decided that we
would spend the eleventh hour, of
the eleventh day, oJ the eleventh
month honoring our men and women in uniform I don't thinkthat this
is what the President had in mind.
Instead of handing out yellow
ribbons on the quad for people to
wear on their jackets, we got someone saying. "When I see thoseyellow ribbons on the back of cars, it
makes me want to vomit."
What were our school, officials
thinking?
It shouldn't
matter if
you agree why we're in ,Iraq; those
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young people over there are risking
their lives for their country. Maybe
the biggest thing is that Veteran's
Day isn't only about our soldiers in
Iraq. What about our heroes from
Word War II, Korea, Vietnam, and
the Persian Gulf War who deserved
our thanks on Friday? It isn't wrong
to give everyone an outlet for their
beliefs, but maybe we should have
thought a little bit before we scheduled it for such a significant day.

Stephanie Lehto
Political science major
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Fashion's hits
and misses

The key to wearing
fur is to bUy
the faux kind
Mark MaIlman, the
musician with the
longest rock song,
has a new album
out; "Mr. Serious."
The album is
currently in stores.

Continuing to break the record of longest rock song
...... 'BY RYAN GORRINGE

in high school. H1~ music however reflects a miscellany of
influences, styles and themes.
He writes songs with typical
lthough
no tracks on
themes such as self-loathing
his current album
and love but in an atypical fashquite reach five minutes Mark Mailman ,ion.
Although
Mailman
plays
still holds the record for longest
piano he should not automatirock song performed according
cally be thrown into the Ben
to The Guinness Book of World
Folds category of the quirky,
Records at 52.4 hours.
white, piano-playing musician.
This was actually the second
Actually that is a near-perfect
time he broke the record doubling his previous effort of 26.2. description, just add likeable
hours. After the 600 pages of and strangely addictive. What
Mailman brings to the musical
rhyming lyrics had been sung
table are ideas. They are not all
and nearly70 backup musicians
fully developed and few are polhad. finished their excruciatished but they are fresh. While
ing task they also performed an
first listening to the album I did
encore. This is a fairly good innot pick up on all of the oddities
troduction to the eccentricities
but with each repeat I picked up
of Mark Mailman, unusual, unon one intricacy after another
conventional and underrated
and had a hard time not skip(at least in Boise) rock star.
ping past every other musician
Mailman's appearance is that
of a slightly hip high school sci- onmyipod.
Memorable tracks on his latence teacher that may have been
est release "Mr. Serious" ina bit like Napolean Dynamite
Culture

Wrlte~

A

c1ude"Hardcore
Romantics"
and "Mother Made Me Do It:
"Hardcore Romantlcs" has a
very, divergent, and Interest1ng view of what It is to be romantic. It captures what both
parties want out of a "romantic" relationship. "Mother" is a
dark tune about adolescence,
working, guilt, literary giants,
the system, and whatever else
was going through Mailman's
head that day.
It creeps along in a brooding
manner and like your brain will
be stuck In your head for a long
time. In the end it Is a haunting
melody reminiscent of a Beatle's
"White" album experimental
piece that didn't make the final
cut but should have.
Nearly all of the tracks on
the album have a familiar feel
but they also take on their own
character. Musically, the album has a bouncy and upbeat
mood and has no prevalent
theme. Instead a variety of is-

sues are covered and musical
styles explored, but not for too
long. Mailman cannot seem to
sit still. What makes Mailman
interesting and different Is his
ability to take typical pop rock
and in some inexplicable way
make it all his own.
A key to Mailman's growing
popularity are his live performances. It would not be unusual to see him break a finger, dislocate a shoulder or perform the
entire concert inside a 6x2x3
. box, all of which he has done.
His performance style is a mix
between a hard core punk show
and an Elton John concert.
Go ahead and ask yourself
"what would that look like?"
The only solution would be
to see a Mark Mailman concert. With no current tour
plans closer than Minneapolis
that might be hard to do.
Fortunately his latest album is
available at a much closer and
convenient record store.

Recipe of the Week: Fish Tacos
Ingredients

BY AMBER FUGER
Assistant

Culture

Editor

After a weekend of consuming
turkey, stuffing, mashed potatoes,
cranberries, Baba glnush, and of
coursepumpkin pie, the lighter side
of food is ultra appealing. Fish happens to be extremely healthy and
easy to prepare.
no, Dijon and cilantro sauce. Ray
Fish tacos became a favorite of was going for a low-carb meal soshe
mine when I was a little girl, dinused lettuce to wrap the fish, but If
ing on the shores of Lake Tahoe. A carbs are not an issueshe suggested
little restaurant called 'Sunnyside'
using flour tortillas.
served up some of the tasty fish ta-,
First things first. Cut the jalepecos and ever since; I have been ex- nos in half and scoop out the maperimentlng with different flavors
jortty of the seeds for that is where
to recreate this' delicious simple
all the heat of the pepper is stored.
cuisine.
Then dice' one. to. three jalepenos
At the end of the 2004 spring se- and throw them In a food proces-.
mester, after completing the last
sor. Add tWo and a halfscoops of
final of the year,lcollapsedon
my .mustard and a handful of chopped
plush bed and flipped on the telecilantro. l'otone down the cilanvision to find Rachel Rayslnging.atrO,addamlnt
leaf, thenpulse with
•.hine I couldget doWil to. She was.eXttavirgI~oll"e
oli. '.'...... ' .., .••....
','.composfngfisnt!lcoswltha
jalepe- •.· . TOprepare" theflsh, cut tntQbite

PIlOI'OBYN@AU.I!EIJIlHEA!IBlTEII

1-2 filets of firm white fish
(halibut, snapper, cod, orange roughy,or grouper)
3-4 jalepenos
1 bundle of cilantro
3.taolespoons extra virgin
olive oil
Mint leaves (usually found in·
a plastic package near the
herbsiritheproduce
section)
2"tablespoons Oijon mustard
11emon
Salt and pepper
1 avocado
1roma tomato' ,
Lettuce (desired typero.' maine, shreds, and Iceberg)
Flour tortillas .. '.
.....,
··For lettuce
ap~l!sebib or
'butter le~tuce;fjrmer and .

size pieces while raw; sprinkle with
silltandpepperandsomefreshlemon juice. Then pour a tablespoon of
extra virgin olive oil Into a frying
pan' or onto a flat grill skillet, heat
and add the fish. Saute until cooked
all the way through ..Heat tortillas
on a tortilla warmer, In the oven,
or in the microwave for 20 seconds.
Fill With fish and then drizzle sauce
over the top.
..
.. For some added Clavo!!dlcea few
tomatoes, onions, and avocado and
add these giltilishes to the taco roll'
Ilndenjoy.Thismealtakes
less than.'
,30 minutes, is super eaSy to.rrepare"
~dfairlyinexpens've,:,
....." ",,",,,
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BY MARIANA BEKKER
Culture

Columnist

deprivation so intense that the
animals often go insane.
upon us. And what's better than
Those for the fur industry claim
a furry something or other to that furtrappingis a necessary tool
keep us warm and cozy while it's for wildlife management
While
freezing outside? Fur is back, and
that may be vaguely 'accurate,
it is on everything. You can buy
trapping for commercial endeavfurry sweaters, furry coats, furry
ors is far from any kind of manscarves, furry boots, and even
agement but maybe for managing
furry socks (the other day I saw these people's enormous bank acfurry leg warmers, but I think that
counts. Approximately two nondeserves its own. column). Pretty' -target (meaning they weren't inmuch any clothing item you want
tended to get caught in those nasty
to wear to keep your body from
traps) including dogs, cats, squlrgoing hypothermic this season .rels, and birds are caught for every
comes in fur.
one furbearing animal. Talk about
Since I love all things fuzzy
a lack of accuracy!
. and soft, I decided to see just how
Already, millions of animals
much cool fur stuff is out there.
have been saved from being
Upon many other items, I have
slaughtered because a 'compasbeen eyeing a pair of furry boots
sian ate public refused to buy real
for the last year or so and finally
fur. ActuaIfur sales are continuing
made the decision to buy them.
to decrease but it's still a problem.
The boots, called Mukluk boots,
I am not trying to sound like
are hand made by native Indians
a crazed PETA person - I am not
in Canada. Each pair is unique
even a PETA member (though
and individually crafted. Mukluks
maybe I should be, along with
are made of suede and rabbit fur
everyone else who doesn't want
and lined with sheepskin. Oh, and
Thumper to be butchered) - but I
they are about $400.
think this current trend of having
Theseoverlyexpensivebootsare
everything and anything In fur
super cute and all the big celebrlwarrants some attention to how
ties, of course, own several pairs
the fur actually gets on our boots
of Mukluks, which come in colors
and coats and sweaters.
like brown, black, white, and pink.
Everyone should try to do as
I was dying to own a pair, so Iwent
much as they can to keep those
online to neimanmarcus.com
to innocent bunnies and other furry
make the splurge.
creatures safe from intentional
Then I felt guilty. Not because of and cruel harm. Therefore we
the hefty price tag for the tremenshould educate as many people
dously trendy boots, but because
as we possibly can (like I am doof the fact that they are made from
lng with this oh-so clever column)
real fur.
that fur is inhumane and unfashI don't know if you guys know
ionable .
this, but those cute cuddly bunny
Choose clothing that reflects rerabbits you see in the pet store or spect for the animals; don't wear
hopping around the wooded areas
real fur. Though the plush look
ncar your neighborhood are also' and feel of fur is all the rage this
killed in the wild for boots like the' season, many stores and designers
Mukluks Iso pined for, or for fur
are catering to both the fashion
coats or even fur trim.
and the socially conscious pubBehind the glamorous image of IIc. Faux fur is just as attractive,
fur coats and other fur items lies
just as classy, and significantly
- the cruelty and reality of animal
cheaper than real fur, so you can
pain and suffering. Everyyear, milbe the chic est chick or rooster and
lions of animals around the world
not one soft little bunny or mink or
(all of which are cute and cuddly)
furry fox has to die.
are killed in traps, wire snares, or'
Unfortunately
more
than
on factory fur farms. This brutality
a handful of the elite fashion
is all to make "luxurious" fur items
designers
including
Dolce &
for the minority of people who can
Gabbana, Fendl, Oscar de la Renta,
actually afford it.
Valentino, Givenchy, and Versace
Animals caught in hidden steel
are using real fur in their winter
jaw traps suffer a slow, agonlzcollections. A few years ago, such
ing death. These animals usually
a shameless display of animal crufreeze to death, or are attacked
elty in the name of fashion would
by predators. Many of them will
have been unthinkable, but superpainfully chew off their own limbs
models, celebrities, and designers
in an attempt to break free of the
all appear to have embraced what
trap only to die later from blood
used to be the dirty secret offashloss, fever, or gangrene. If for some
ion with much delight
reason they don't escape sans a
However, for us simple folk,
limb or die from the weather or . wearing fur is not such a cool deal.
.other animals, then they are bludCosmopolitan magazine's recent
geoned or strangled to death by surveyshowedthat91percentofus
the trapper.
would never wear real fur no matRaising animals on ranches for ter how fashion conscious we may
their fur is no less cruel. These
be. And why should we? Faux fur
furrycritter~ are kept in close conIs just as good, if not better. With
finement arid deprived of a natuthe distinct air of old Hollywood
ral life in the wild, until they are
glamour in the winter trend, faux
killed. Usually It's. done by gasfur allows everyone to dabble with
sing, suffotation,. strychnine polthis cozy and stylish look without
.sonlng, or. electrocution .through
breaking the bank or slaughtering .'
the mouth or through their little
anything.
. ..•......•..
:'.
'
~ fannies (doesn't sound pleasant,
As .for the wOIlcIerfullycute
does it?) sO that the fur Is not dirtMuklllkboots I W~ted;Ib<Jught
ied orstaln~d with blood. These···· some knock-offs;·Not.t1Jily\vere
methodslU'e far from lOa percent
they hundreds ofcfotI~:cbeaper
etf~ctlve,s~~me.ofthe·animals,
-.(alj~ut.#l.buc~,on~B.llY);~liy1re
'~Wake.uP•
beiIlg sldnntld."mllde~oUauxfur,bU~;
'. "st
,FarfrOm~being,considered·hu~,
as plush: and cotneYas'
I
."m8,rie. '\ftii: ~ancning is. gel;lerally:' MU~iikbooiS:jt
chll}acterizlld;byb~.~~';
"'iUUl~DQ ,b'
isolation;'" "':and"'en~rOnmetitill';
It is inevitable. Cold weather is
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Cider, l1ke wine and beer, teams well with many cheeses, 1ncluding cheddars, triple creams and blues, depending on the flavors In the cider.
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BY ROBIN MATHER JENKINS
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Hard cider finds new audience

TD R e o u ir e d

Da i Iy Sp e c i a,Is

.
_.-.
M011 - Jack Daniels $3.00
Tue - 44 North $4.00
Wed - Chili Bombs $4.50
Thur - Iagermiester $3.00
Sun - Bloody Mary $3.00

Knight Ridder Tribune

Cider: That's the icy sweet drink
for kids served at pumpkin patches
and U-pick apple orchards, isn't it?
Well, sometimes it is. Sometimes
it isn't.
Sometimes, cider, as in "hard"
cider, or slightly alcoholic cider, is
just the right quaff for grownups
and more of them are finding that
cider is a nice bridge between beer
and wine in alcohol content (with
only4 to 7 percent by volume).
Hard cider sales nationally were
nearly $1.5 million last year, up
from $1.1 million in 2003, reported
ACNielsen of Schaumburg, Ill.
Microbreweries
and
regional
wineries are responding
to that
desire by producing artisan ciders
that can rival top-shelf European
ciders in quality.
"There's an interest in artisan
ciders, just like there is in artisan
cheeses and wines," said Michael
Hoper of Hopleaf bar in Chicago,
who stocks several ciders, in bottles
and on tap. "Cider not only pairs
well with food, it's also a great ingredient."
Finely crafted ciders can rival
white wines in dryness and complexity. Their names - Blackthorn,
Cheddar Valley, Original Sin, Three
Witches, Bad Seed - are romantic and sometimes whimsical. The
names of the apples they're crafted from - Dabinett, Catamount,
Greening, Newton Pippin - may
no longer be familiar, but echo the
past.
Artisan ciders tend toward dryness, rather than sweetness, whether they're spritzy or still. Some sport

a beerlike head when poured. They
may smell very spicy and appley,
or have barnyard
or mushroom
aromas. They may not have pronounced apple flavors, just as wine
often doesn't
have pronounced
grape flavors.
Most people first meet cider
through Widely available national
brands. Typically, mainstream
ciders with wide national distribution may be fizzy or still. They tend
to be very sweet, without complex
flavors. Some have very appley aromas; others have virtually no nose
at all.
ONE NAME, TWO STYLES
In most places where apples grow
and people make beverages from
them, "apple juice" is the sweet
stuff and "cider" is the hard stuff.
In the United States, we complicate
things by calling both kinds cider.
In this story, we call it "cider" if it's
alcoholic, "juice" if it's not.
"Sales for cider pick up in the autumn," said Ted Sullivan, general
managerof Blnny's Beverage Depot
in Schaumburg.
"They sell well,
especially with younger buyers,"
whom Sullivan defines as 21 to 29
years old.
Most of those buyers, Sullivan
said, buy "six-pack" ciders - nationally
available
brands
like
Woodpecker,
Woodchuck
and
Hornsby's. These, which Sullivan
sometimes
calls "the starter ciders: come in the same 12-ounce
bottles that beer comes in, and are
often available on tap in bars.
Artisan cidermakers in the U.S,
such as Ford Farms Cyderworks
in Portland, Ore., The Traditional
Co. of Salem, Ore., Warwick Valley
Winery of Warwick, N.Y., and West

County Cider of Colrain, Mass.,
take cidermaking
as .seriously as
Napa and Sonoma take winemaking. In style, they're emulating traditional ciders from Europe.
Cider
aficionados
covet
the
lightly spritzy French cidres from
Normandy, the very dry Austrian
ciders, potent fruity Basque ciders and the sweet carbonated
sidras of Spain.
Patrick O'Connor,
founder
of
the Michigan Hard Cider Club, a
loose-knit organization
of manuIacturers, suppliers, growers and
consumers,
dates cider's renewed
popularity to the early '80s, when
there was "an explosion of interest"
in the so-called "rnalternatives" or
"alcopops" - sweetly flavored alcohol-based drinks.
O'Connor, the former executive
director
of the Michigan Apple
Committee, said that artisan cider
"isn't exactly beer, and isn't 'exactly
wine."
It falls, instead, somewhere in
between. The confusion persists
in other ways: Some "cideries," as
they're traditionally
called, bottle
in beer bottles, others in wine bottles. Some stores stock ciders in the
beer aisles, others with the wines.
Cider can be produced by breweries or wineries.
It depends on how state laws regulate beer and wine production, said
Rex Halfpenny, editor and publisher of the bimonthly "Michigan Beer
Guide" and michiganbeerguide.
com. Technically, "fermented grain
is beer; fermented fruit is wine," he
said.
"Wine people revere the grape
and disdain
all other
fruits,"
Halfpenny said. And brewers arc

BY GARY BEL.L.
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fascinated
by the process of fermentation, "so the beer people arc
the '(ones who are) most interested
in elders and perries (cider made
from pears) and meads (fermented
honey drinks}."
FHOM GHAPE TO APPLE
One winery that decided to expand into cidermaking
is Oliver
Winery of Bloomington, Ind.
1
Its Beanblossom Hard Cider won
the fruit wine division at the prestigious Indy International
Wine
Competition this year.
"We've always made cider, only
we called it 'apple wine: back in the
'70s," said Sarah Villwock, promotions director for the winery. "We
changed
the recipe and named
it for a nearby region about eight
years ago."
Oliver makes Beanblossom cider
using juice pressed from Goldrush,
Melrose, Golden Delicious, Spygold,
Fuji and Mutsu apples grown at
Doud Orchards in Denver, Ind.
"It pairs well' with all kinds of
food," said Villwock, who described
the wine as crisp and refreshing.
"II's very good in the summer, when
it's served very, very cold, but it's
also good mulled."
Beanblossom's
alcohol content,
at seven to eight percent, is "on the
low end" when compared to table
wines, Villwock said.
Halfpenny, of the Michigan Beer
Guide, said that he's not surprised
by revived interest in ciders.
. "I think it's a natural follow-up to
the microbrewery
revolution," he
said. "I think it's a natural for the
Midwest. It's going to take some
time, though. We're selling more cider than ever before, butwe weren't
selling very much to begin with."
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Where you're from defines who you are .
BY MEGAHTWOHEY
Knight ~Idder Tribune

MADISON, Wis. - Emily Bach,
a freshman at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison,
recognized
her friends' Halloween costumes
Immediately - jackets by The North
Face, oversize sunglasses, sheepskin boots known as Uggs.
"They went as Coasties,' Bach explained, chuckling over lunch In a
cafeteria.
The term may be lost on people
outside the university, but for many
undergraduates it's a part ofthe vocabulary.
Step onto campus and you'll discover the cultural divide between
students from Wisconsin and their
out-of-state
counterparts,
commonly known as Coastles.
The stereotypes go something
like this:
Coasties are snobs who self-segregate In private dorms and the
Greek system.
Wisconsin students are provincial and unwilling to accept outsiders.
Students say the rivalry Is lighthearted and that friendships form
across the divide.
"We just like to make fun of each
other," Bach said.
Even so; the divisions are now
addressed at freshman orientation,
and some students said they feel as
if they are attending separate universities.
"We're in two completely different worlds," said Amanda Mausner,
a freshman from New Jersey.
Of the 28,217 undergraduates at
UW-Madison, 58 percent are from
Wisconsin and 11 percent are from
Minnesota.
Most ofthe other 31 percent come
from Illinois, New York, California
and New Jersey. These students
form a distinct demographic on
campus, and are often clumped
under the all- purpose category:
Coastles.
Their tuition, $20,280 a year, is
substantially
higher than what
students
from Wisconsin
and
Minnesota pay, $6,280 and $7,802.
That makes them more likely to
come from wealthier families.
A housing crunch on campus
helps highlight economic divisions
among some students the moment
they arrive.
The Madison campus residence
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Naomi Paba Is a sophomore at the University of Wisconsin and
describes herself as a "Coast1e" - someone who Is from out of state.
halls, which cost $4,716 a year,
don't have enough space for all the
freshmen. Under state law, the college must offer on-campus housing
to Wisconsin students who enroll
by a certain date. Hundreds of outof-state students are squeezed out,
and most land in privately owned
dormitories off campus.
These private dorms, which can
cost up to $12,000 a year, help define Coasties as separate and different. Students talk openly about a
public-private dorm divide.
Last spring, a girl from New york
who had been accepted to UWMadison inquired about living in
private dorms In an online Iistserv
called College Confidential.
"I almost lived there," a University
of Wisconsin-Madison
student
from the East Coast wrote. "The atmosphere is diff. if you want to be
stuck in Coastle mentality, that's
what the private dorms do to you:'
Randy Frankfurter, a freshman
from East Brunswick, N.J., lives in
a private dorm called Statesider,
which looms over State Street. It
has a lobby with plush couches and
a flat screen television; a spacious
fitness room encased by glass windows; and a recently installed tanning bed. It's a far cry from the pubIicdorms.
Frankfurter said it's been difficult
for him to Integrate with Wisconsin
students.
"They look down on us just because our parents have a little bit
more money, because we talk about
where our fathers work. They want

to feel superior to us because they
think we think we're superior to
them. Then we're forced to:'
Frankfurter said he Is often ridiculed. "Iusf'fhe other day, someone in my statistics class asked me
where my Uggs were. I was trying to
think of a comeback."
Jessica Fishel, a State sider resident from Los Angeles, broke
in: "How about - Where's your
cheese?"
Fishel happened to be donning
Uggs, as well as oversize sunglasses - Items commonly associated
with Coasties, even though some
Wisconsin students also wear them.
She said she is constantly needled
over her clothing.
.
"At the last football game, I got
four comments about my Uggs," she
'complained. "It's like 40 degrees.
Whatever! Get over It!"
But Bach, a Milwaukee native,
said it's not just where Coasties live
and what they wear. It's how they
act.
"They carry themselves
like
they're better than everyone," Bach
said, as she sat at a cafeteria table
dressed in a hooded sweat shirt and
jeans. "I swear, it takes them like
two hours to get ready in the morning. Most girls in my dorm roll out
of bed five minutes before class."
Jason Gertler,
a freshman
from Olympia Fields, Ill., lives in
Statesider but identifies more with
Wisconsin students.
"They have a· spoiled mannerism," he said of Coasties. "They're
more showy. I try to hang out with

public dorm kids. They're more
straightforward and quality."
Mausner, .of New Jersey, agrees
that Wisconsin
students
are
more down to earth. She lives in
State sider, but has befriended some
Wisconsin students In class.
"Ifeellike they're a breath offresh
air," she said.
Mausner recently dropped out of
a sorority after concluding that the
Greek system was fueling divisions
between Wisconsin students and
Coasties. Statistics show that most
of the students in sororities are
from outside Wisconsin, although
Barbara Kautz, a university official
who oversees the Greek system,
said it was open to all. _
Lori Berquam, dean of students,
described the cultural conflict on
campus as "good-natured," and a
lot of students agree.
But Wren Singer, director of orientation and new student programs, takes it seriously. At freshman orientation, students arc prodded into discussions of "stereotypes
of coastal culture vs. Midwest culture," Singer said.
"Most people think about ethnic
diversity, people from different races," she said. "But I think it's much
more likely that a freshman would
make a derogatory comment about
someone from the East Coast than
someone of color."
Naomi Fabe, a sophomore from
Los Angeles, said it was difficult to
overcome divisions.
Fabe, who lived in a private dorm
her first year, tried to befriend stu. dents from Wisconsin. But she kept
gravitating. back to students from
outside the state who shared her
lifestyle and values. This year, she
is living in an upscale housing complex on Langdon St., which she said
is full of Coasties.
"You're trying to have a new experience," Fabe said. "But you go
back towhat you're used to."
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Break thanks and drunk tanks
BY MATTHEW LAROUGE
Special to The Arbiter,
Take a deep breath and let that
cool oxygen of winter wind thrust
its chill into your lungs.
My Thanksgiving break started
Friday in Payette, lounging around
the dive bars and flirting with soso females with gutter complexes.
I met the three wise men, then expelled my dinner enchilada and
rallied for three more hours, woke
up, drove to Boise, watched the
Broncos pummel the Vandals, then
rode buzzing with myoid man into
the November night, questing to
my hometown first resort, talking
of memories wrapped with that
nervous excitement that envelopes
the energies of a 20-something man
when he sees the twinkling lights
that are his home.
Then things got hairy. Miss liSa
Dreams dropped in and shoved us
into the cold, driving with wreckless abandon and the colored illusion offriendship in tow.
We came to this intersection that
apparently wasn't through with
us, but scattered when headlights
caught us unaware. We raced to the
height of Hub Butte and started a
fire that gave up on flaming and emberred orange in the nose-tingling
gusts which taught us the simplicIty of patterns; and I reached up as
high as I could to click off the hangIng, waning moon, but could not
reach its dangling string of pearl
petalsscattered
in haphazard arrays of celestial inconclusions.
We contemplated the complexities. of breathing and tested the
tethers of our own will as we flayed
out the ends and let in all the light.
As the sun came up, showing
\ the fogged status of the Cadi1lac
.windows and the tracings of crys-.
taUed ice on 'the outside I realized
.how long it had been s,ince I'd seen
that orb cIimbabove the eastern
hodzon; sheddlilgwhlte Ughtand
stabbing lIell! iIlto~ecrev1cesof
terrain.::'
.
.

Our little town and its features
Country Villa and lost our lightsteamed off the frost and we had
ers playing Hold 'em and traipsed
Sunday talks with our folks about
backhomeinthat4
a.m, stupor that
how church was not an option in
makes you sleep in a lounge chair.
our state, my eyes till soaking in the
Then to the Steakhouse on
treasures of sense.
Wednesday, that bar we destroyed
That night I cleaned myoid bedwith our rumors and conjectures,
room and sorted baseball cards
and we told 'em all how she'd Lost
_ and found the sneak-a-toke I lost That Lovin' Feelin' and myoid man
two years ago and found some
and brother proved lightweights
aged buds, rolled, twisted, smoked,
and both needed assistance and
burned and found the edge I needthey made me drive, because I
ed to accomplish clarity in the scatcould still dance with Sky as Tim
tered whitewash of my brain.
sang soft country and I dipped and.
It seems that the week of lifted her petite perfection around
Thanksgiving in Twin Falls exhibthe dying floor at Cruzer's. (We had
its the pure gravitational strength
to battle the streaming crowd and
of small-town Idaho, as the satelwalt31.54minutesjusttogetadrink
lite souls treading the earth shrink
at the Steakhouse, so we drank out
their orbits and return to the dives
of pitchers and I ran off with a shot
and dance clubs, Karaoke joints
of Crown and damn near got into a
and pool partitions that dot downfight about a toe-stomp, but passed
town.
on the opportunity).
Monday night Marco had pool
Apparently after that we ate some
leagues, so we flew to Filer and took
turkey and roasted hamand the
a walk on the face of the Sun and
potato soup I made. We, uh, got
lost two games tothe 45-year-old
rid of some Morgan Private stock
Filer Kid, but they didn't take deband Jim Beam Black and eggnog
it, so we walked to the Moon and
and beer and Bud Light and Bud
drank a pitcher with a Vietnam Vet lit then a tryptophan nap and to
who told Tater that with the way he
the Pioneer for schooner's of beer
poured his beer, the Army would
and that Great Balls of Fire excitetake him no question, then sidement that railed on the crowds and
tracked to blast the Bushes and the
the brawl that tidied up the broken
politics of politics.
glasses and I caught a table and
I saw the real sun, the mornTater stood in the fray tall and uping after, as hose to its more sober
right, shoving the miscreants aside
sentries of shine and found a copy. to assure the least destruction and
of "Alice In Wonderland" hiding In I skldadled when it fin any flittered
an auction box in my grand mothto' a calm' and the police showed
er's basement and read seven lines
up in mitigated force and we debefore I got dragged away to .the
clined the invitation to the sausage
Pressbcx for drinks and met nine
(est afterward and blazed bowls in
old friends who were wandering
Marco's liVing room 'til my head
separate paths, yet found the foci became a dandelion dangling on a
to which we were all directed and . sheet of wind.
drank Coors in a Budwelser'rocket
I took one final sojourn outside
and a 10ng~isIandthatwas
worthy
to catch the crescent moon climb
of desertion.
from behind a housing develop. TaterlostWs coat, some gal had
ment. I took that frozen air into my .
taken It.as 'a favor' and called his
chest and found a surrealSolace in '
Dad to ten him she'd found it We .the presence oChome,town eXploits ,.
tratked herdov/Ji and got it back,' and rememberedthepoweiof
hav:(i
took Marco home So he cCluld go ing great friends and the prestige of to wi>rk;then (ound a blunt "itthil
being called ~ survrvor.
-.' .
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"The Future of Food" Movie
A DOCUMENTARY FILM BY DEBORAH KOONS GARCIA
THE FUTURE OF FOOD DOCUMENTARY WILL BE SHOWN AT

Spirit At Work Books and BeY,and
710 North Orchard .Bolse
ON SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11 @, 7:00PM
THERE IS A FOOD REVOlUTION HAPPENING, BECOME INFORMED & LEARN WHAIYOU'
CAN DO TO HELP YOUR COMMUNITY AND HUMANITY.

The Issues are complicated and technically daunting - one reaS(lO people
have a hard time grasping them, but Garda.threads a clear path through the
hlstory,$cle!"ceand pontks ofGMO foods to a clear call foractlo,n~
'.. . . A GRASs.ROOTMARKETlHGEVENTHELDAT

ce
ANAoVENJuREIN.
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SRY IT

School Health
insurance too expensive!! Visit
www.ldaholnsuranceServices.com
Blue Cross
Blue Shield plans or call
Jeff Anderson at 208-5233340.

'94 Isuzu Rodeo LS 4x4,
3.2L V-6, 5-speed, CD.
"layer, 161K miles, Good
condition. Only $3600.
Call 867-8991.
1989 Cadillac Deville
Looks nice, FWD, runs
great, spacious, well main-

7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476
How many video emails
did you get today? Jump
into the 21st century Get
video email - 853-3515
King size pillowtop mattress set, brand new in
bag. Must sell, $225. Can
Deliver. 866-7476
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
Queen
Tempurpedlc
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688

WORK IT.'
BOIH "HAH
II

PrivateUvingAreas & Bath
SharedCommonAmenities
All Utilities And Basic
Cable Included

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
SEXY FURNITURE FOR
SALE! 608 N Orchard II
and 6 Men-Sat! Call 6318851, 250-4467
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Career Center

for flexible companions,'·
NA. CNA's. for our clients. Are you that person?
If you are interested in
this type of work, come
see us, at 1102 N Cole or
call 321-7896

of theJUNGAJUICE
tearn.NOW hiring adventure guides (staft) for its
Broadway store, close to
University. Competitive
wages. Call Joel Fox 208870-1063;

Friendly outgoing cocktail
servers wanted. Apply in
person@ The Plank International Pub & Grill. 650
Vista Between 2-4pm.

Now hiring all postions
Leku Ona fine Basque
dining and spirits. Wages
BOE. Drug .free work
place. Call Janet 8694885.

On- and
off-campus jobs
and internships
for current and
graduating
students

out

Looking for a fun job
close to campus? B1impie
is now Hiring all positions, ideal for college
students. Benefits include
free meals, employee incentive bonuses and flexible scheduling. Apply in
person at III Broadway
Ave. Or call 388-8802

BroncoJobs

'l"'''·j'i'''''i'',aili''·

All utilities included, 5
min bus ride, or 15 min
walk from BSU. Coin-op
avail. on premise. $365/
mo. Call 462-3974

F Roommate wanted.
FairviewlMitchell,
I

htlp:llcaIccr.boiscstatc.cdu Looking for an adventure? _ Join the newest
team. Become a member
ARE YOU TIlE CARING PERSON WE ARE
LOOKING FOR? We arc:
Advanced Home Health
Care - a non-medical
agency. We are' looking

({Yes You Can"
a

Refer friend to Boise State's two year college.

The Larry Selland College offers over 30 different
Career training programs at the Boise and
.Canyon County Campus locations.
,

BroncoJobs

Check

SHOP FOR FURNITURE ONLINE

www.boisefurnitureonline.com

"

,

2005

bdrm, $295/mo. w/util.
ALSO, 1 bdrmvictoryl
Smile, $325/mo. w/util.
No smoke, responsible,
344-2887,631-4155,3771377

tainedengine. $1l95/obo
344-1221.
-

** #1 Spring Break Website! Low prices guaranteed. Free Meals. & Free
Drinks. Bok 11 people,
get 12th trip free! Group
discoimts for 6 +. www.
SprlngBreak
Discounts.com or www.
LeisureTours.com
or
800-838-8202

28.

Organized, self starter to
join local tearn affiliated
wlcutting edge tech firm.
Earn while you learn,
comm/bonus 853-3515

You can be - an entrepreneur. We'll show you
how. Start part time wi
Primerica, a subsidiary
of Citigroup, and build a
new career in Financial
Services. Instruction provided. For more info. call
208-938-2676.

Students

can become:

• Professional Chef
• Marketing Specialist
• Public Relations Asst. • Landscape Designer
• Accounting Asst.
• Electronics Tech
• Office Assistant
• Diesel Mech. Tech.
• Broadcast Tech
• Robotics Tech
• And ManyMorel
• Legal Admin. Asst
Many of our students get jobs before they even

~~~~

.

.

Small Classes most limited-to 20 students or less.
Outstanding Faculty with proven industry
experience ..
Real World Tralnlngl • Learn by Dolngl
Earn a certificate or associate degree in 4-24
monthsl
.
FreeTutoring, most credits count towards a
bachelors degree.
All ages and abilities welcome regardless of
previous educational experience.
Advisors available to meet with prospective
students. GED also available.
Cali Todayl

2 0 8 • 42

6 •. 1 4 3 1

Larry Selland College

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
SAY IT' IN THE

ARBITER

s

horosco
Wantto bea Lmda-? Ywr last chance to be Involved in Boise States best leadership
devsqJITlEJlt progam the Resdent Adviser Progam is rapidly approaching Pick
up your application at the ResidEJlce life etfice cr any cf thefour resdenoe halls.
Applications are due by Feb. 4th 5:00 at he ResidEJlce Life Office.

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Bleacher cheers
5 Gin flavoring
9 "The Plague"
writer
14 Soap additive
15 Get better
16 Make suitable
17 Sink in
19 _ of Aragon
20 Wood pattern
21 Draw near
23 Flood haven
25 Still on the plate
27 Function
28 Long or hot
finisher?
30 Banks of
baseball
31 High-tailed it
32 Virgil's hero
34 Pentateuch
36 Beeped
37 Chaney of "The
Wolf Man"
38 Jewel weight
42. Hurler Ryan
44 Sister of Venus
45 Gnus to lions
48 Architect Jones
50 Problem with a
chain
51 Gun it in neutral
52 Masked
carnivores
54 Holy smokes!

55 Brie-a-brae

By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services

Cancer (June 22-July22)
Today is a 7 - Do the work
yourself and save on a household
project. Besides, you can provide
better quality than you can afford,
easily.

Today's Birthday (11-28-05)
You'll want to spend more time
by yourself as the year progresses.
Finish up old projects, and
put old fears to rest. To get the
advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - Don't hold back
your feelings let 'em go. And
if you find yourself making a
declaration based on love, don't
worry. It'll work out.

Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is an B- You may feel
like you're being dragged along
on a shopping trip. Just take
your wallet, so you can get what
someone you love thinks you
need.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - You're about to
become absorbed by a new
interest. This is a good thing, but
it's true, you'll never be the same.

Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is a 7 - Put away as many
goodies as you can for later on.
You have more than you need.
Save the rest for a rainy day.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today Is a 7 - Money isn't your
primary motivator, or it shouldn't
be. You'll earn more if you relax
and simply invite it into your life.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 - You're very
attractive now, and also very
persuasive. So it shouldn't be
much trouble to get somebody to
lend you a hand. Just ask.

© 2005 TribunB
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7 Trigger treat
8 Voting process
9 Fowl choice
10 Citrus drinks
11 Invented
.
12 Ascent

13 Pelted with
57
rocks
59
18 Sigma follower
60
22 Salacious look
23 Rushiob
64
acronym
24 Perlman of
65
~'Cheers"
·66
26 Shylock's
67
customer
29 Minuscule
68
31 "Jaws" creature
69
33 Hubbub
35 Top card
37 Simpson's judge
DOWN
39 lnsplre anew
1 Utter sharply
40 Frank or Heche
.2 Pub order
41 Seize
.
3 Chlnel?e. port.
43 Pinocchioor
4.0bserver·
.
·.Ananias
:.
5. Sacred sites .
4fq~~afami!y()f
6 Almost a'ringer ....; :glrls'.
.:

11/28/05

Solutions

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Peb. 13)
Today is a 7 - You may find
yourself resisting authority soon.
Take care. Don't do it out of
habit, be ready to explain your
objections.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a-7 - Your past work
speaks well for you. That's what
will convince them. If you've
been trustworthy before, they'll
trust you again.
(el 2005, TJUBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - The more you clean
out, recycle, fix up or get rid of,
the happier person you will be.
It's wonderful how that happens.
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BUT ACCOR.DING TO
OUR. WEB I"\ONITOR.ING
SOFTWAR.E, YOU USED
COI"\PANY R.ESOUR.CES TO
LOOK AT A WEATHER.
WEBSITE.

)

56 Sarazen or
45 PleasingJo the
eye,·,·
.....
. .. Rayburl',l
46 Gala bed ..;" .
58le Gallienne
.
and GabOr
47 Getsaroulld
···,·61 And also not
.49. Chil1whiskers
52 Breathers
..,
62 Blockaftime
.
~ ~Titleofrespeet
' 63 Existed once

Capricorn (Dec. 22-}an, 19)
Today is a 7 - As you discuss
recent events with friends, you'll understand a lot more about
what's been going on. The pieces
fit together.

Distributed by Knight RidderTribune Information Services.

comics
ALICE, THIS YEAR. YOU
DID THE WOR.K· OF FOUR.
PEOPLE AND I"\ADE OVER.
$10 I"\ILLION FOR. THE
COI"\PANY.

shelves
Foreigner
Neap and ebb
Question and
answer
City on the
Adige
Shoe points
Gillette blade
Affirmative
responses
Mineral veins
Salton and
Black

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - Your optimism is
an inspiration to others. Before'
you lead them, though, you need
to develop a plan.

1'1"\ LETT-ING I"\y
EYEBR.OWS
GR.OW.OUT .

\

IF 1 COI"\B THEI"\
OVER.I"\Y EYE5, NO
ONE CAN TELL THAT
I'I"\·ASLEEP. ,.

C

THIEF.

I

